
 Harmless to humans and 
the environment: contains 
no solvents and is virtually 
odourless.

 A water-based paint, which 
allow easy and safe use 
in every (professional) 
environment.

 After the paint has 
hardened, not only can the 
surface be written on, but it 
is also easily washable.

 Can easily turn any surface 
into a whiteboard.

 Available in four versions: 
white, transparent, matt 
white and matt transparent.

 May easily be applied as a 
top coat to Magnet Paint 
from MagPaint.

 Certified according to strict 
European legislation. 

Reasons foR 
choosing sketchPaint
fRom magPaint:

make youR own whiteboaRd

sketch Paint fRom magPaint:
Paint with imagination! 
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sketch Paint fRom magPaint:
Paint with imagination! 

sketchPaint  lets your imagination come to life. At home, in play areas, in the 
office, in shops, at school and in community areas. Come up with your own ideas!

at home
You can draw and write wherever you like. sketchPaint  lets you do it. 
Magically turn that boring wall into a whiteboard. Be creative in the kids’ 
room or give the old kitchen table a lick of paint. It’s not only convenient, it’s 
also great fun! 

in the woRk Place
Give your mind free rein... about your work as well. Get rid of those traditional 
whiteboards! You can use the whole wall, and let everyone join in. Increase 
your work efficiency further? sketchPaint  can be applied as a top coat for 
MagnetPaint to give increased functionality for more overview, planning, 
creativity and participation. 

at school
Kids love drawing and writing and, of course, they prefer to write on the 
wall itself! With sketchPaint , you can playfully introduce schoolchildren to 
spelling, creativity and cooperation. Use MagnetPaint as an undercoat, so that 
as well as the whiteboard, children can also use magnets and magnetic games.

aPPlication

Make sure the surface is as smooth as 
possible; any uneven surfaces make it harder 
to sketch and clean, so don’t be afraid to 
slightly sand the area before you apply the 
paint. Ensure you clean the area to be painted 
with a dry cloth to avoid 
any dust or foreign 
objects being rolled into 
the paint.

Separate the small tin from the large tin. 
Empty the contents from the small tin into the 
large tin. Mix thoroughly. After stirring leave 
the paint to stand for five minutes until most 
of the air bubbles have disappeared. Apply 
the paint within one hour of mixing as the 
paint does cure quickly. Before removing any 
masking tape score around the edges using 
a craft knife. For best results, apply the paint 
with a short nap roller. 

sketchPaint transforms any 
smooth surface into a surface you 
can write on with whiteboard 
markers. 

Create a whiteboard on stone, 
wood, hard plastic or metal? 
No problem! 
sketchPaint is also suitable 
for walls, doors, tables and 
cupboards. 

tiP: 
Use liquid chalk markers on 
transparent sketchPaint when 
a dark background has been 
applied. Be amazed by the vibrant 
colours! 

sketchPaint 
shoRt, 
but sweet

sketchPaint from MagPaint is 
available in 0.5L and 1.0L tins. 

Available in white, transparent, 
and matt white and matt 

transparent versions.




